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Abstract
A time-series wokshop was held at UCL, London, UK between July 8 th and 10th July 2005.
A panel of external speakers gave presentations on the kinds of data analysis that can be applied to environmental time-series and were on hand to provide expert knowledge and advice
during the workshop. Internal participants (18 Euro-limpacs scientists attended) presented
the datasets which will be used for time series analyses and these were discussed by the panel
of external experts. The external speakers were Marian Scott (Department of Statistics, University of Glasgow), Richard Chandler (Department of Statistical Science, University College
London) and Chris Brunsdon (School of Computing, University of Glamorgan).
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Introduction

The analysis of time-series data plays a prominant role in the work plans of many work packages
within Euro-limpacs. Where long-term monitoring data will be used to assess the marginal and
conditional effects of climate change and anthropogenic pollution and to make predictions of the
likely effects on freshwater ecosystems in the face of these changes and potential recovery. As such,
it is integral to the success of the project that the skills required to analyse time-series data are
available to all partners and that a level of harmonisation across the work packages is achieved.
These two points describe the remit for the Time-series Cross Cutting Theme (hereafter CCT).
An initial workshop for the Time-series CCT was planned following discussion at the Innsbruck
Project Start-up meeting with the key aims of:
• Identifying key, long-term datasets,
• Identifying analytical expertise within and beyond the consortium,
• Identifying the most appropriate techniques for the analysis of time series data.
This workshop took place July 8th — 10th 2005 at the Environmental Change Research Centre,
University College London, where three external speakers presented a range of statistical techniques
that could be used to analyse environmental time-series data and internal project participants
presented information on the key data series being worked on within Euro-limpacs. Following
these presentations workshop participants discussed with the external speakers how the analysis of
these data sets could proceed and also how the CCT could best serve the Euro-limpacs community.
This report summarises the proceedings of, and major outcomes from, this workshop and concludes
by outlining how the time-series CCT will operate in future to facilitate the analysis of time-series
data sets within work packages.
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Presentations

A series of talks were presented by the workshop participants and invited speakers:
• Rick Battarbee (UCL) gave an overview presentation on the Euro-limpacs project to outline
the key themes and questions, and how time-series analysis was integral to achieve the goals
of the project.
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• Richard Chandler (Department of Statistical Science, UCL), the first of the invited speakers,
presented an introduction to time series analysis using a worked example from the Round
Loch of Glenhead, Scotland, UK, a key site in the United Kingdom Acid Waters Monitoring
Network (AWMN). The key questions addressed were:
– What is the association between alkalinity and sulphur deposition?
– Is alkalinity at the site increasing in response to a decline in acid deposition?
– How important is sulphur in comparison to other factors, including sea-salt episodes
(Chloride) and climatic variables (temperature and rainfall)?
The presentation emphasised the use of exploratory data analysis methods and a linear
regression approach to model both the seasonal and trend components of the time series.
The presentation finished with an example using the regression model to predict potential
future changes in alkalinity at the Round Loch of Glenhead using a climate change scenario
from a Hadley Centre model and assuming reductions in SO4 deposition.
• Marian Scott and Claire Ferguson (Department of Statistics, University of Glasgow) gave
the second invited presentation entitled Non-parametric smoothing for environmental time
series analysis. Non-parametric smoothers, such as LOESS, were introduced and illustrated
by application to environmental time-series. The method of seasonal trend detection using
LOESS (STL) was introduced as were methods of detecting discontinuities in time-series
using smoothers. Examples used throughout the presentation were from Loch Leven and the
River Clyd, Scotland, UK and air quality monitoring data.
• Chris Brunsdon (School of Computing, University of Glamorgan) presented the final invited
talk, focussing on awkward time series data using a Bayesian approach to model time series
where data are irregularly sampled in time and where there are gaps within the data series.
Uncertainty in the model predictions was illustrated through the use of Gibbs sampling and
Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques.
Following the invited talks, project participants attending the workshop presented short talks on
the data sets that are being used with the project:
• Don Monteith (UCL) — Data from the AWMN being used to investigated increases in
dissolved organic carbon (DOC) as well as the effects of sulphur and nitrogen deposition on
the acidity of upland freshwater ecosystems.
• Chris Evans (CEH, NERC) — Data from the AWMN being used for analysis of DOC increase
and of acidic episodes.
• Mike Hutchins (CEH, NERC) — Sub-hourly resolution flow, pH and conductivity data from
3 AWMN sites being used to assess acid episodes in these sites.
• Pam Naden (CEH, NERC) — Analysis of episodes using the peaks-over-threshold method.
Following this presentation there followed a brief discussion of episodes in time-series data
and various methods that can be used to analyse these events.
• Michela Rogora and Marzia Ciampittiello (CNR) — Presented data being used in WP3 and
WP4, including data series from Lago Maggiore, one of the largest lakes in Italy.
• Oeyvind Kaste (NIVA) — Presented data from sites in Norway that have been monitored
since the early 1970s or 1980s where weekly hydrochemical data are available alongside flow,
climate/meteorological and atmospheric depositional data series. These data sets are being
worked on in WP4 and WP6.
• Pavel Kram (CGS) — Presented data on two catchments in close proximity to one another,
but which are underlain by different geologies (base rich and base poor rocks). The aim of this
study was to use the available time series data to compare and contrast the two catchments
with respect to anthropogenic acidification and recovery.
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• Linda May (CEH, NERC) — Presented an overview of the work being undertaken in WP3
on eutrophication pressures on freshwaters and described some preliminary results of work
to identify appropriate European long term data sets suitable for use in this work package.
Issues raised included the lack of good, long term data series for sites across Europe.
• Laurence Carvalho (CEH, NERC) — Presented further data on Loch Leven, building on the
talk given by Marian Scott and Claire Ferguson, describing 37 years of hydrochemical and
biological data and the major patterns in the time series.
• Leonard Sandin (SLU) — Data sets of climatological and hydromorphological time series
were presented from Sweden that are being analysed as part of WP2 to assess extreme low
and high flow events in streams and rivers.
• John Murphy (CEH, NERC) — Data from the River Lambourne catchment, UK, were presented and their use in WP2 and WP7 described. The available data cover a wide range of
meteorological, hydrochemical, hydrological and biological parameters.
• Jens Folster (SLU) — Data covering periods of between 50–30 years for 292 rivers and 331
lakes in Sweden were described. Among the aims of the analysis of these data series was to
investigate linking the time series to the MAGIC model and to look for responses in the time
series to changes in agricultural practises.
• Martin Erlandsson (SLU) — Presented an outline of his work on defining hydrochemical
reference conditions using reference lakes and how an analysis of long-term data series can
be used to inform this process.
• Dirk Goldmann (HYDROMOD) — Outlined how HYDROMOD will use time series data for
key Euro-limpacs sites to inform their modelling of lake systems within a number of work
packages, particularly in WP’s 1, 2, 3, and 6.
Following the presentations a group discussion session was held to review the key questions and
themes raised during the participants’ presentations and to receive feedback from the invited
speakers.
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Summary of the workshop

The initial feedback from the invited speakers ocussed on the complexity of the data being analysed
throughout the project, emphasising that this is a statistically challenging undertaking. Many of
the methods appropriate for analysing the kinds of time-series data sets presented during the
workshop are not available in “off-the-shelf” computer packages. For some of the more demanding
analysis techniques local, professional statistical support will be required. As such we should be
looking to engage with the statistical community where possible in our native countries, with the
aim of initiating joint collaborations where the statisticians can benefit from the partnerships as
much as project participants can.
The presentations by the workshop participants highlighted the variety of questions being asked
of time-series data and the range of data types being analysed; including biological, hydrological,
hydrochemical and climatological data series. Within these data types a wide variety of variables
and proxies are being studied. As such, a common protocol for Euro-limpacs time-series analysis
is unlikely to be of much benefit. Instead a variety of approaches should be investigated by project
participants and applied to their data. Feeding experiences of applying these analysis techniques
back to the wider Euro-limpacs consortium through the Time-series CCT and the use of the project
website and forum facilities is encouraged.
There are clear links between the analyses being attempted as part of the Time-series CCT
and the CCTs on Episodes, long-term change and seasonality. The Time-series CCT adopts a
methodological approach whereas the other CCTs are thematic in their remit. It is clear that the
various CCTs will need to integrate with each other as well as trying to integrate thematic and
methodological approaches across the work packages.
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Despite the complexity and challenging nature of the questions being asked of time-series data
as part of the Euro-limpacs work programme, it is clear that there is a need to move away from
tests such as the Seasonal Kendall Test to more advanced methods, with the aim of going beyond
simple trend detection towards modelling the features of the time series.
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Future activities

The discussion also focused on how the CCT could be used to develop time-series analysis in the
future in Euro-limpacs. The workshop participants were split of whether or not to have a yearly
meeting/workshop or smaller, targeted workshops adopting a more, “hands-on” approach, where
a small group of people would meet to discuss and work through particular types of analysis (e.g.
extremal event methods for analysing episodes). There was clear consensus that participants should
go away from this workshop and try some of the analysis methods presented by the statisticians
or discussed during the workshop before meeting again. UCL, leaders of the Time-series CCT will
poll project participants early in Year 2 of the project of determine the best way forward with the
CCT, with a view to holding a workshop at the next annual meeting, perhaps with a focus on
small, practical clinics instead of a single, large workshop.
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